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In these lectures I want to argue uncertainty is
another potential driver of growth and cycles
Already many potential sources of growth and business cycles:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Technology shocks
Investment technology shocks
Oil price shocks
Labor supply shocks
Monetary policy shocks
Fiscal policy shocks
Fi
Financial
i l shocks
h k
News shocks

All of these are first moment (levels) shocks. I want to focus on
second moment (uncertainty) shocks

One reason for the interest is policymakers talked
a lot about uncertainty
y in the recent recessions
FOMC (October 2001) “increased uncertainty is depressing investment by
fostering
g an increasingly
g y widespread
p
wait-and-see attitude about undertaking
g
new investment expenditures
FOMC (April
(A il 2008)
“participants reported that uncertainty about the economic outlook was
leading
g firms to defer spending
p
gp
projects
j
until p
prospects
p
for economic activity
y
became clearer.”
FOMC (June 2009)
“participants noted elevated uncertainty was said to be inhibiting spending in
many cases.”
FOMC (September 2010)
“A number of business contacts indicated that they were holding back on
hiring and spending plans because of uncertainty about future fiscal and
regulatory policies”

Famous economists also worry about uncertainty
Olivier Blanchard (January 2009)
“Uncertainty is largely behind the dramatic collapse in
demand Given the uncertainty,
demand.
uncertainty why build a new plant
plant, or
introduce a new product now? Better to pause until the
smoke clears.”
Christina Romer (April 2009)
“Volatility
y has been over five times as high
g over the p
past six
months as it was in the first half of 2007. The resulting
uncertainty has almost surely contributed to a decline in
spending.”
di ”
Larry Summers (March 2009)
“…unresolved
unresolved uncertainty can be a major inhibitor of
investment. If energy prices will trend higher, you invest one
way; if energy prices will be lower, you invest a different
way. But
B t if you don’t
d ’t kknow what
h t prices
i
will
ill d
do, often
ft you d
do
not invest at all.”

And ex-policymakers are still talking about it…..

…..and pre-policymakers were long ago talking
about it….

QJE, February 1983

So this is an old idea which seems to have been
particularly
p
y important
p
in the Great Recession
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Uncertainty has also been in the media a lot

So it is hard to escape the interest in uncertainty
as a factor behind the Great Recession

But, for some people the best evidence that
uncertainty matters is that….

….Paul Krugman thinks it does not

So given all this policy and media interest not
surprisingly there has been a surge of research
At a recent Chicago event Lars Hansen and I discussed why:
1. Great Recession: g
generated a large
g spike
p
in uncertainty,
y
ending the Great Moderation (1984-2007)
2 Faster computers: can run models with higher moments
2.
3 More data: high
3.
high-frequency
frequency trading
trading, surveys
surveys, text-search
text search etc
Hansen

So I see the renewed interest as likely to be permanent
Bloom

In these lectures I will discuss three areas
1. Measurement (Today): No one killer measure of uncertainty,
but emerging stylized fact that uncertainty rises in recessions
2. Theory (Tomorrow): Generally in good shape, with a rich set
of models identifying many channels of uncertainty impact
3. Empirics (Friday, 1st half): Less conclusive - my view is this
goes in both directions: uncertainty ↔ growth
O Friday
On
F id in
i the
th 2nd half
h lf I’ll ttalk
lk about
b tM
Managementt practices
ti

Lecture 1: Measuring Uncertainty

“Uncertainty” literature often rolls uncertainty &
risk together,
together but theoretically they are distinct
Frank Knight (1921) defined:
Risk: A known probability distribution over events
events.
Example: A coin-toss
Uncertainty (Knightian): Unknown probability distribution
Example: Number of coins produced since 2000BC
In practice these are linked
linked, so for simplicity I’ll
I ll refer to
both as “uncertainty” (as has in fact most of the literature)

There are four stylized facts on uncertainty

1) Macro
M
uncertainty
t i t appears countercyclical
t
li l
2) Micro
Mi
firm
fi uncertainty
t i t appears countercyclical
t
li l
3) Higher
Hi h micro
i
moments
t appear nott to
t be
b cyclical?
li l?
4) Uncertainty is higher in developing countries

Uncertainty is hard to measure (it is not directly
observed) – so I will show several proxies
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Source: Monthly volatility of the daily returns on the S&P500 at an annualized level. Grey bars are NBER recessions. Data
spans 1950Q1-2013Q4.
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Source: Volatility of the daily returns index from “Indexes of United States Stock Prices from 1802 to 1987” by Schwert (1990). Contains daily stock returns to
the Dow Jones composite portfolio from 1885 to 1927, and to the Standard and Poor’s composite portfolio from 1928 to 1962. Figures plots monthly returns
volatilities calculated as the monthly standard-deviation of the daily index, with a mean and variance normalisation for comparability following exactly the same
procedure as for the actual volatility data from 1962 to 1985 in figure 1.
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Source: VIX is the implied volatility on the S&P500, averaged to the quarterly level, provided by the Chicago Board of Options
and Exchange. The VIX is the markets implied level of stock-market volatility over the next 30-days, where values are in
standard-deviations on the S&P 500 at an annualized level. Grey bars are NBER recessions. Data spans 1990Q1-2013Q4.
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Source: Industrial production monthly data from Federal Reserve Board data from 1970 onwards (VIX from 1990 onwards)

Interestingly, volatility now at very low levels

Another measure is policy uncertainty – which
I have a paper I am currently working on

We build a news-based policy uncertainty indicator
US Newspapers:
• Boston Globe
• Chicago Tribune
• Dallas Morning News
• Los Angeles Times
• Miami Herald

•
•
•
•
•

New York Times
SF Chronicle
USA Today
Wall Street Journal
Washington Post

Basic idea is to search for frequency
of words like econom* and uncert*
in newspapers

US News-based policy uncertainty
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Source: “Measuring Economic Policy Uncertainty” by Scott R. Baker, Nicholas Bloom and Steven J. Davis, all data at
www.policyuncertainty.com. Data normalized to 100 prior to 2010.

Worried about using computer news search data?
10 undergraduates read ≈ 10,000
10 000 newspaper articles to date
using a 63-page audit guide to code articles if they discuss
“economic uncertainty” and “economic policy uncertainty”
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Human index based on audit of 3891 articles (34.7 per month) in the LA Times, New York Times, Miami Herald and SF
Chronicle (the five papers we could audit from 1985 to 2012).
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Human index based on audit of 3727 articles (ave=34 per year) in the LA Times and New York Times (the two papers we could
audit from 1900 to 2012) versus the historical index for these two papers.

News searches can breakdown uncertainty by topic

Note: Analysis uses Newsbank coverage of around 1000 US national and local newspapers
See Table 1 in the Baker, Bloom and Davis (2013) for a more detailed analysis.
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Lead (lag if negative) months on policy uncertainty news index
Source: Economic Policy Uncertainty Index from www.policyuncertainty.com. Industrial production monthly data from Federal
Reserve Board. Data from 1985 onwards.
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Notes: Index of Policy-Related Economic Uncertainty composed of quarterly news articles containing uncertain or uncertainty, economic or economy, and policy
relevant terms (scaled by the smoothed total number of articles) in 5 newspapers (WP, BG, LAT, WSJ and CHT). Data normalized to 100 from 1900-2011.
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Source: www.policyuncertainty.com. Data from 7 Indian newspapers (Economic Times, Times of
India, Hindustan Times, Hindu, Statesman, Indian Express, and Financial Express)
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Source: www.policyuncertainty.com. Data until February 2014. Based on newspaper articles from
the South China Morning Post.
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Source: www.policyuncertainty.com. Data from 0 North Korean newspapers

Before turning to other uncertainty measures, I
should note the policy uncertainty data is online

Data available at: www.policyuncertainty.com
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Mean forecast is the average forecasters expected GDP growth rate, forecaster disagreement is the cross-sectional standarddeviation of forecasts, and forecaster uncertainty is the median within forecaster subjective variance. Data only available on a
consistent basis since 1992 Q1, with an average of 48 forecasters per quarter. Data spans 1992-20013.
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I have showed you mostly US data
But is uncertainty counter-cyclical globally?
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Notes: Source Baker and Bloom (2013). Volatility indicators constructed from the unbalanced panel of data from 1970 to 2012 from
60 countries. Stock index, cross-firm, bond yield and exchange rate data calculated using daily trading data. Forecasts disagreement
is calculated from annual forecasts within each year. All indicators are normalized for presentational purposes to have a mean of 0
and a standard-deviation of 1 by country. GDP growth deciles are calculated within each country.
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b cyclical?
li l?
4) Uncertainty is higher in developing countries

The economy is ‘fractal’ - micro uncertainty
seems to rise at every
y level in recessions

Idiosyncratic shocks appear more
volatile in recessions at all levels:
- industry
- firm
- plant
l t
- product
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Note: 1st, 5th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th, 95th and 99th percentiles of 3-month growth rates of industrial production within each quarter.
All 196 manufacturing NAICS sectors in the Federal Reserve Board database. Source: Bloom, Floetotto and Jaimovich (2009)
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Note: Interquartile range of sales growth (Compustat firms). Only firms with 25+ years of accounts, and quarters with 500+
observations. SIC2 only cells with 25+ obs. SIC2 is used as the level of industry definition to maintain sample size. The grey
shaded columns are recessions according to the NBER. Source: Bloom, Floetotto, Jaimovich, Saporta and Terry (2012)
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Interquartile range of stock returns (CRSP firms). Only firms with 25+ years of accounts, and quarters with 1000+ observations.
SIC2 only cells with 25+ obs. SIC2 is used as the level of industry definition to maintain sample size.

Density

Plant growth dispersion pre & during great recession

Sales growth rate
Source: “Really
Really Uncertain Business Cycles
Cycles” by Bloom, Floetotto, Jaimovich, Saporta and Terry (2012)
Notes: Constructed from the Census of Manufactures and the Annual Survey of Manufactures using a balanced panel of 15,752
establishments active in 2005-06 and 2008-09. Moments of the distribution for non-recession (recession) years are: mean 0.026
(-0.191), variance 0.052 (0.131), coefficient of skewness 0.164 (-0.330) and kurtosis 13.07 (7.66). The year 2007 is omitted because
according to the NBER the recession began in December 2007, so 2007 is not a clean “before” or “during” recession year.

Product level price dispersion (by quarter)

Source: Joe Vavra (2014, QJE) “Inflation dynamics and time varying volatility”

1) Macro
M
uncertainty
t i t appears countercyclical
t
li l
2) Micro
Mi
firm
fi uncertainty
t i t appears countercyclical
t
li l
3) Higher
Hi h micro
i
moments
t appear nott to
t b
be cyclical?
li l?
4) Uncertainty is higher in developing countries

Use census data to measure multiple moments
(including uncertainty) over the cycle
• Micro uncertaintyy ((M2),
), skewness ((M3),
), kurtosis (M4)
( )
hard to measure – need larger samples sizes
• Use Census ASM manufacturing data on about 50,000
plants per year from 1972-2011 (about 2m total obs)
– Primary sample: plants with 25+ years of data
– Secondary samples: plants 2+ and 39 years of data

51

Define uncertainty as the variance of TFP ‘shocks’
Shocks are the forecast error in TFP, where TFP measured
using standard SIC 4-digit factor share approach

log(TFP)

Plant Year fixed
fixed
effects
effect
ff

Lagged
log(TFP)

TFP
‘shock’

S
Same
id as Kydland
idea
K dl d and
d Prescott
P
tt (1982) exceptt for
f firms
fi

52

Density

The variance of establishment-level TFP shocks increased by
76% in the Great Recession

Sales growth rate
Source: Bloom,
Bloom Floetotto,
Floetotto Jaimovich,
Jaimovich Saporta and Terry (2014).
(2014)
Notes: Constructed from the Census of Manufactures and the Annual Survey of Manufactures using a balanced panel of all 15,752
establishments active in 2005-06 and 2008-09. Moments of the distribution for non-recession (recession) years are: mean 0.026
(-0.191), variance 0.052 (0.131), coefficient of skewness 0.164 (-0.330) and kurtosis 13.07 (7.66). The year 2007 is omitted because
according to the NBER the recession began in December 2007, so 2007 is not a clean “before” or “during” recession year.
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Notes: Constructed from the Census of Manufactures and the Annual Survey of Manufactures establishments, using establishments with 25+ years to address
sample selection. Grey shaded columns are the share of quarters in recession within a year.
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Notes: Constructed from the Census of Manufactures and the Annual Survey of Manufactures establishments
establishments, using establishments with 25+ years to address
sample selection. Grey shaded columns are share of quarters in recession within a year. The four lines are: Baseline: Interquartile Range of plant TFP ‘shocks’
(as in Figure 3). Add polynomials in TFP: includes the first, second and third lags of log TFP, and their 5 degree polynomials in the AR regression which is used
to recover TFP shocks. Add investment: includes all the controls from the previous specification plus the first, second and third lags of investment rate, and their
5 degree polynomials. Add emp, sales and materials: includes all the controls from the previous specification plus the second and third lags of log employment,
log sales, and log materials, as well as their 5 degree polynomials.

Higher moments are noisier (more sensitivity to
outliers), but these suggest little cyclical behavior

Source: “Really Uncertain Business Cycles” by Bloom, Floetotto, Jaimovich, Saporta and Terry (2012)
Note: Annual Survey of Manufacturing establishments with 25+ years (to reduce sample selection). Shaded columns are share
of quarters in recession. Source Bloom, Floetotto, Jaimovich, Saporta and Terry (2011).

So in summary, in firms and plants we see

Normal distribution of
TFP shocks

Recessionary distribution of
TFP shocks

Earlier literature suggested income growth had a
similar counter-cyclical second moment
Storesletten,
St
l tt
Telmer
T l
& Yaron
Y
(2004 JPE) show
(2004,
h
US cohorts
h t th
thatt
lived through more recessions have more dispersed incomes
Meghir & Pistaferri (2004, Econometrica) show that labor
market residuals have a higher standard deviation in recessions
Both used PSID which has about 20k individuals per year

But SSA data on several million individuals shows
mainly a rising 3rd moment in recessions

Guvenen, Ozkan & Song, “The nature of countercyclical income risk” (2014, JPE)
Notes: Uses about 5m obs per year from the US Social Security Administration earnings data

So firms and workers seem to differ in higher
moments across recessions – not clear why?

Production side
(firms, plants, industries etc)

Consumer side
(wages)

Working with Jae Song, David Price and Fatih Guvenen on this

1) Macro
M
uncertainty
t i t appears countercyclical
t
li l
2) Micro
Mi
firm
fi uncertainty
t i t appears countercyclical
t
li l
3) Firm
Fi skewness
k
and
d kkurtosis
t i appear tto be
b acyclical
li l
4) Uncertainty is higher in developing countries

Literature on uncertainty in developing countries
focusing on commodity prices and policy

Developing countries about 50% more volatile GDP

Source: Baker & Bloom (2012) “Does uncertainty reduce growth? Evidence from disaster shocks”.
Notes: Rich=(GDP Per Capita>$20,000 in 2010 PPP)

So to recap
Uncertainty hard to measure, but proxies suggest:
• Macro uncertainty rises in recessions in the US and globally
• Micro uncertainty (industries, firms, plants and products) is
likewise counter cyclical
• Higher moments are less cyclical
• Developing countries have higher uncertainty

Future Measurement Work: firm-level surveys

Projecting ahead over the next twelve months, please provide the approximate
percentage change in your firm's SALES LEVELS for:
•
•
•
•
•

The LOWEST CASE change in my firm
firm’ss sales levels would be: -9
9 %
The LOW CASE change in my firm’s sales levels would be: -3 %
The MEDIUM CASE change in my firm’s sales levels would be: 3
%
The HIGH CASE change in my firm’s sales levels would be:
9 %
The HIGHEST CASE change in my firm’s sales levels would be:
15 %

Numbers in red are the average response from the pilot on 300 firms

Piloting results look good from testing on a
monthly survey on 300 firms: change in sales

Can also ask about probabilities
Please assign a percentage likelihood to these SALES LEVEL changes you
selected above (values should sum to 100%)
•
•
•
•
•

10 % : The approximate likelihood of realizing the LOWEST CASE change
18 % : The approximate likelihood of realizing the LOW CASE change
40 % : The approximate likelihood of realizing the MEDIUM CASE change
23 % : The approximate likelihood of realizing the HIGH CASE change
9 % : The approximate likelihood of realizing the HIGHEST CASE change

Numbers in red are the average response from the pilot on 300 firms

Piloting results look good from testing on a
monthly survey on 300 firms: probabilities

Another text source is company accounts. These
have masses of discussion for about 5,000
companies every year since 1996 – e.g. Google
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End of Lecture 1 (measurement)
(
)

Thanks and questions

The Macroeconomics of
Uncertainty:
y Lecture 2, Theory
y
Nick Bloom (Stanford & NBER)
CREI, December 2014

Recap from yesterday
• Rapid
ap d increase
c ease in recent
ece t interest
te est in u
uncertainty
ce ta ty as a
driver of business cycles

FOMC (April 2008)
“participants reported that
uncertainty about the economic
outlook was leading firms to defer
spending projects until prospects
f economic
for
i activity
ti it became
b
clearer.”

Recap from yesterday
• Rapid
ap d increase
c ease in recent
ece t interest
te est in u
uncertainty
ce ta ty as a
driver of business cycles
• Uncertainty appears to rise in recessions
– Macro uncertaintyy
– Micro (industry, firms, plants and products)
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Uncertainty is globally counter-cyclical
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Notes: Source Baker and Bloom (2013). Volatility indicators constructed from the unbalanced panel of data from 1970 to 2012 from
60 countries. Stock index, cross-firm, bond yield and exchange rate data calculated using daily trading data. Forecasts disagreement
is calculated from annual forecasts within each year. All indicators are normalized for presentational purposes to have a mean of 0
and a standard-deviation of 1 by country. GDP growth deciles are calculated within each country.

Recap from yesterday
• Rapid
ap d increase
c ease in recent
ece t interest
te est in u
uncertainty
ce ta ty as a
driver of business cycles
• Uncertainty appears to rise in recessions
– Macro uncertaintyy
– Micro (industry, firms, plants and products)
• Uncertainty is higher in developing countries

End of Recap

Todays Lecture is on Theory

Uncertainty needs curvature to matter
• In co
completely
p ete y linear
ea syste
systems
s no
o role
o e for
o u
uncertainty,
ce ta ty,
– e.g. for U(C)=a+bC can simply use expected value of C
• Likewise in log-linearized models can again just use
certaintyy equivalence
q
((e.g.
g Kydland
y
& Prescott,, 1982))
– Hence, in much of the early (pre-2000s) business-cycle
literature uncertainty played little role
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B k t (Growth
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)
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- Adjustment costs (real options)
- Utility
Utilit ffunctions
ti
((risk-aversion)
i k
i )
- Financial frictions (lump-sum costs)
- Ambiguity (pessimism)

Positive Uncertainty Effects
- Production functions (Oi-Hartman-Abel effects)
- Bankruptcy
B k t (Growth
(G
th options)
ti
)

Real options literature emphasizes that many
i
investment
t
t and
d hiring
hi i decisions
d i i
are irreversible
i
ibl
• Key
ey ea
early
y pape
papers:
s
– Capital: Bernanke (1983), McDonald & Siegel (1986),
Bertola & Bentolila ((1990),
) Dixit & Pindyck
y ((1994))
– Labor: Bertola and Bentolila (1990) on labor.
• Also idea behind my paper Bloom (2009) “Impact of
uncertainty shocks” doing micro-macro in partial-equilibrium

For investment and hiring real options lead to Ss
models with investment/disinvestment thresholds

Invest (S)

Densitty of unitss

Disinvest (s)

Innaction

Productivity / Capital
Disinvestment

Investment

Increased uncertainty makes the SS thresholds
move outwards

Invest (S)

Densitty of unitss

Disinvest (s)

Innaction

Productivity / Capital

This leads net investment to fall, because
investment drops more than disinvestment

Invest (S)

Densitty of unitss

Disinvest (s)

Productivity / Capital
Drop in disinvestment

Drop in investment

This leads to the:
“Delay effect”: higher uncertainty leads firms to postpone
decisions So net investment (and hiring) falls
decisions.
∂I/∂σ<0
where I=investment or hiring, σ=uncertainty

Higher uncertainty also reduces responsiveness to
stimulus (like prices, taxes and interest rates)

Densitty of unitss

Disinvest (s)

Invest (S)

Marginal investing
density at low
uncertainty
threshold

Productivity / Capital

Marginal
investing
density at high
uncertainty
threshold

This leads to the :
“Delay effect”: higher uncertainty leads firms to postpone
decisions So net investment and hiring falls
decisions.
∂I/∂σ<0
where I=investment or hiring, σ=uncertainty

“Caution
“C
ti effect”:
ff t” higher
hi h uncertainty
t i t reduces
d
fifirms response
to other changes, like prices or TFP
∂2I/∂A∂σ<0 where I and σ as above,
above A=prices or TFP

Summarize “Really uncertain business cycles”
((Bloom, Floetotto, Jaimovich, Saporta
p
& Terry,
y 2014))
• Large number of heterogeneous firms

• Macro productivity and micro productivity follow an AR
process with time variation in the variance of innovations

• Uncertainty (σA and σZ) persistent: 2
2-point
point markov chain

Capital and labor adjustment costs
● Capital and labor follow the laws of motion:

where

i: investment

δk: depreciation

s: hiring
g

δn: attrition

● Allow for the full range of adjustment costs found in micro data
● Fixed – lump sum cost for investment and/or hiring
● Partial – per $ disinvestment and/or per worker hired/fired

Households

Firm’s value function

General equilibrium solution overview
● We have a recursive competitive equilibrium
● Solve numerically as no analytical solution
● Numerical solution approximates μ (the firm-level distribution over
z k and n) with moments,
z,
moments building particularly on Krusell and
Smith (1998) and Khan and Thomas (2008)

Baseline calibration of the parameters

Since this model has 2-factors with adjustment
costs it has a 2-dimensional response
p
box

Low uncertainty

High uncertainty

We simulate an uncertainty shock
Simulation:
● Simulate the economy with 20,000 firms
● Repeat this 500 times and take the average
Shock:
● Let the model run for 100 periods
● Then move to high uncertainty in period 1, then allow uncertainty
to evolve as normal – an uncertainty shock.

O
Output
deviation
n
(in logss from value in period 0)

An uncertainty shock causes an output drop of about 3.5%,
and a recovery to almost level within 1 year

Quarters (uncertainty shock in quarter 1)
Source: “Really Uncertain Business Cycles” by Bloom, Floetotto, Jaimovich, Saporta and Terry (2014)

Labor and investment drop and rebound, while TFP slowly
drops and rebounds
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Figure 5: Adding a -2% first moment shocks increases the
duration and helps to address consumption and firing issues

Devia
ation
(in logss from value in period 0)

Uncertainty shock

U
Uncertainty
t i t & -2%
2% TFP shock
h k

Quarters (uncertainty shock in quarter 1)

Output D
Deviation
(in perccent from vvalue in qu
uarter 0)

Also find rising uncertainty in a real options model makes
policy less effective – this is the “caution effect”

0.8

Impact of 1% wage
subsidy in normal times
0.6

0.4

Impact of 1% wage subsidy
during an uncertainty shock
0.2

0

−0.2
−2

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Quarters (uncertainty shock in quarter 1)
Notes: Based on independent simulations of 2500 economies of 100-quarter length. For a wage subsidy in normal times (x symbols), we provide an
unanticipated 1% wage bill subsidy to all firms in the quarter labelled 1, allowing the economy to evolve normally thereafter. We also simulate an economy with
no wage subsidy in quarter 1, plotting the percentage difference between the cross-economy average subsidy and no subsidy output paths in each period. For
the wage subsidy with an uncertainty shock (+ symbols), we repeat the experiment but simultaneously impose an uncertainty shock in quarter 1.

How general are these results? Real option
effects only arise under certain conditions
1. You can wait – rules out now or never situations ((e.g.
g
patent races, first-mover games, auctions etc)
2. Investing now reduces returns from investing later – rules
out perfect competition and constant returns to scale
3. You can act ‘rapidly’ – rules out big delays, which Bar-Ilan
& Strange (1996) show generate offsetting growth options
4. Requires non-convex adjustment costs – fixed or partial
irreversibility (rather than only quadratic) adjustment costs

Also uncertainty has to be rising (rather than
permanently
tl hi
high)
h)
• The early literature (e.g. Dixit and Pindyck, 1996) focused
on constant uncertainty and did comparative statics on σ
• Reason is the maths of dealing with stochastic volatility (so
a time varying σt) is very hard
• But steady-state
y
impact of high
g uncertainty
y is actually
y very
y
small (e.g. Abel and Eberly, 1999).
– Intuition is all investment is delayed, so do last period’s
now and do this period’s next period

For consumption there is also a real-options
effect on durable expenditure
For consumers (like firms) sunk investments have option
values if they can delay
The classic example is buying a car – you can always delay.
If uncertainty is high the option value of waiting may be so
hi h you d
high
do nott purchase
h
thi
this period
i d
Note: N
N
Non-durables
d bl d
do not satisfy
i f the
h “I
“Investing
i now reduces
d
returns from investing later” criteria, so no option value of
delay e.g.
delay.
e g Eating next year no substitute for eating this year

For consumption there is also a real-options
effect on durable expenditure
Classic papers include:
Romer ((1990)) who showed a big
g drop
p of durable/non-durable
expenditure during the Great Depression arguing this is due
to Uncertainty
Eberly (1994) looked at US car purchases, showing higher
uncertainty
i
lled
d to a caution
i effect
ff
(S b
(Ss
bands
d moved
d out).
)

Wide range of potential sources of curvature,
which
hi h are also
l theoretically
th
ti ll ambiguous
bi
in
i sign
i
Negative Uncertainty Effects
- Adjustment costs (real options)
- Utility
Utilit functions
f
ti
(risk-aversion)
(i k
i )
- Financial frictions (lump-sum costs)

Positive Uncertainty Effects
- Production functions (Oi-Hartman-Abel effects)
- Bankruptcy (Growth options)

Consumer risk aversion has seen an increase
i interest
in
i t
t recently
tl
Classic idea is higher risk requires higher returns
returns, reducing
investment and hiring
Fernandez-Villaverde, Guerron, Rubio-Ramirez and Uribe
(2011) use numerical methods to solve complex realistic
models and find significant negative impacts
Gourio (2011) has higher-moment (left-tail) concerns that
again generate drops in output
Ilut and Schneider (2012) use ambiguity aversion to
d
demonstrate
llarge negative
i effects
ff
(f
(fear off the
h worst case))

Manager risk aversion is another channel as
managers are typically
t i ll nott well
ll diversified
di
ifi d
While investors may be diversified (at least for publicly quoted
firms) managers typically are not.
Managers hold human-capital in the firm (firm-specific training
etc) and often financial capital (shares)
As a result theyy have a risk-return trade-off for the firm. So
higher uncertainty should induce more cautious behavior,
typically meaning less investment and hiring, Panousi and
P
Papanikolaou
ik l
(2011)

Wide range of potential sources of curvature,
which
hi h are also
l theoretically
th
ti ll ambiguous
bi
in
i sign
i
Negative Uncertainty Effects
- Adjustment costs (real options)
- Utility
Utilit ffunctions
ti
((risk-aversion)
i k
i )
- Financial frictions (lump-sum costs)

Positive Uncertainty Effects
- Production functions (Oi-Hartman-Abel effects)
- Bankruptcy (Growth options)

Recent financial crisis have emphasized the
role
l off uncertainty
t i t and
d finance
fi
The 2007-2009
2007 2009 crisis clearly highlighted the issues of both
finance and uncertainty, and natural to ask do they interact?
Many recent papers (e.g. Arrellano, Bai & Kehoe 2011,
Gilchrist, Sim & Zakrajsek 2011, and Christiano, Motto &
Rostango, 2011) emphasize uncertainty-finance interaction
They have an empirical and theory component – both
suggest financial frictions and uncertainty amply each other

Wide range of potential sources of curvature,
which
hi h are also
l theoretically
th
ti ll ambiguous
bi
in
i sign
i
Negative Uncertainty Effects
- Adjustment costs (real options)
- Utility
Utilit ffunctions
ti
((risk-aversion)
i k
i )
- Financial frictions (lump-sum costs)

Positive Uncertainty Effects
- Production functions (Oi-Hartman-Abel effects)
- Bankruptcy (Growth options)

Non-linear revenue functions can also induce
uncertainty
t i t effects
ff t (1/2)
• The Oi-Hartman-Abel effect (sometimes Hartman-Abel
effect) based on the impact of uncertainty on revenue.
Based on Oi ((1961),
) Hartman ((1972)) and Abel ((1983))
• The basic idea is that if capital
p
and labor are costlessly
y
adjustable variability is good for average revenue
– When demand is high expand
– When demand is low contract

Non-linear revenue functions can also induce
uncertainty
t i t effects
ff t (2/2)
For example,
example for Cobb-Douglas
Cobb Douglas if profits are:
Π=AKαLβ – rK – wL
Then you obtain for optimal (flexible) capital and labor
( α – β)
( α – β)
K*=λ
K
=λKA1/(1L*=λ
L
=λLA1 /(1where λK and λL are constants
As a result K* and L* are convex in A, so a higher variance
in A leads to higher average K and L

Decomposing the impact of uncertainty on output

Output deviation
O
n

The positive OiHartman-Abel effect
(
(mostly
tl medium
di
run))

1) Partial Equilibrium, no adjustment costs

Consumption smoothing
dampening the rebound (mostly
medium run)
2) Partial Equilibrium, adjustment costs

3) General Equilibrium, adjustment costs

The negative real
options effect
(mostly short run)

Quarters (uncertainty shock in quarter 1)

Wide range of potential sources of curvature,
which
hi h are also
l theoretically
th
ti ll ambiguous
bi
in
i sign
i
Negative Uncertainty Effects
- Adjustment costs (real options)
- Utility
Utilit ffunctions
ti
((risk-aversion)
i k
i )
- Financial frictions (lump-sum costs)

Positive Uncertainty Effects
- Production functions (Oi-Hartman-Abel effects)
- Bankruptcy (Growth options)

Growth options literature assumes a prior
stage
t
– invest
i
t to
t gett the
th option
ti
to
t invest
i
t again
i
Examples include:
- Oil exploration may provide a production option
(Paddock, Siegel & Smith, 1988, QJE).
- Investing in R&D which yields an option to
produce the p
p
potential invention.
- Internet start-ups as option on the technology

Bar Ilan and Strange (1996, AER) formalized this:
Bar-Ilan
- if investment pay-off is uncertain & delayed
- growth
growth-options
options increase in value with uncertainty

To summarize - uncertainty needs curvature to
matter
tt and
d many potential
t ti l sources
Negative Uncertainty Effects
- Adjustment costs (real options)
- Utility
Utilit ffunctions
ti
((risk-aversion)
i k
i )
- Financial frictions (lump-sum costs)

Positive Uncertainty Effects
- Production functions (Oi-Hartman-Abel effects)
- Bankruptcy (Growth options)

Given ambiguous impact what does the data say: empirics

End of Lecture 2 (theory)
(
y)

Thanks and questions

The Macroeconomics of
Uncertainty: Lecture 3, Empirics
Nick Bloom (Stanford & NBER)
CREI, December 2014

Recap from last two days
Recent interest in uncertainty as a driver of business cycles
Lecture 1: Measuring uncertainty:
• Evidence that micro and macro is countercyclical
Lecture 2: Theory requires curvature for uncertainty to matter
• “Real-options” (adjustment costs): Negative channel and
probably best known (e
(e.g.
g Dixit and Pindyck,
Pindyck 1996)
• “Financial” & “risk aversion”: other major negative channels
• “Oi-Hartman-Abel”
Oi-Hartman-Abel & “Growth
Growth Options”:
Options : positive channels
So net impact of uncertainty is an empirical question

End of Recap
p
T d
Todays
Lecture
L t
is
i on Empirics
E ii

In summary the empirical evidence on
uncertainty is weaker than the theory
Measurement: not ideal,
ideal a lot of proxies exist but none of
them is ideal – hence why I show so many measures…
Identification: very hard to get a clear causal relationship,
indicative but few/anyy papers
p p
g
get beyond
y
that
So obviouslyy a g
great area to work in…..

Impact of uncertainty on growth

Micro evidence

Macro evidence

Identification and reverse causality

Micro papers on firms typically find negative
effects of uncertainty on investment
investment, e
e.g.
g
• Leahy and Whited (1996,JMCB)
(1996 JMCB) classic in the literature
literature.
– Build a firm-by-year panel (Compustat)
– Regresses investment on Tobin’s
Tobin s Q and stock-return
volatility (using daily data within each year)
– Used lagged values as instruments for identification
• Find a significant negative effect of uncertainty on
investment, but nothing for covariance

Classic negative uncertainty result (Leahy and
Whited 1996 JMCB)
Whited,

“Delay
effect”

Other papers have also found good micro-data
evidence of negative uncertainty impacts
• Guiso and Parigi (1999
(1999, QJE) used Italian survey data on
firms expectations of demand
• Bloom, Bond and Van Reenen (2007,REStud) build a
model and estimated on UK data using
g GMM
• Both find evidence of
– “delay effect” reducing investment levels
– “caution effect: reducing
g investment responsiveness
p

“Delay
effect”
“Caution
effect
effect”

Some recent work has taken a more structural
approach estimating the impact of uncertainty
Kellogg (2014
(2014, AER) for example uses oil drilling data and
shows that firms pause drilling activity when oil price
uncertainty jumps (“delay effect”).
Also shows taking
g uncertainty
y into account increases firm
values by about 25% - so this matters
Given this – maybe not surprising that oils firms use
derivatives data to forecast future oil price uncertainty

Impact of uncertainty on growth

Micro evidence

Macro evidence

Identification and reverse causality

Early papers used a cross-country approach
• Ramey and Ramey (1995, AER) provided evidence on
volatility and growth, using Government expenditure as an
instrument for volatility, and strong negative relationship
• Engel and Rangel (2008, RFS) update this using large
cross-country
t panell and
dab
better
tt volatility
l tilit measures, and
d
again find a large negative correlation with growth
• Broadly speaking in both the cross-section and timeseries volatility is associated with lower growth

Other papers use high-frequency VARs on
uncertainty shocks, Bloom (2009, Econometrica)
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For greater exogeneity I used 1/0 indicators for big
jumps (in robustness just the 11 oil/war/terror jumps)

1960

1965
1970
1975
Actual Volatility

1980

1985
ym

1990

1995
2000
Implied Volatility

2005

Found reasonably large impacts of uncertainty
(controlling for the 1st moment via stock
stock-prices)
prices)

Source:
Cholesky
VAR
estimates using monthly data
from June 1962 to June 2008,
variables in order include
stock-market levels, VIX, FFR,
log(ave earnings),
earnings) log (CPI),
(CPI)
hours, log(employment) and
log (IP). All variables HP
detrended (lambda=129,600).
Reults very robust to varying
VAR
specifications
(i.e.
ordering, variable inclusion
detrending etc).
Source: Bloom (2009)
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This result -output drops after rises in
uncertainty - seems to have survived the test of
time in other papers (e.g. from last week)

Impact of uncertainty on growth

Micro evidence

Macro evidence

Identification and reverse causality

Question is what causes what?

Uncertainty
Focus of the theoryy
discussed earlier and
also my work (e.g.
Bloom et al
al. 2014)

?

Recessions

Good reasons to worry about reverse causality, e.g.
• “Krugman story”: recessions a good time for Governments
to try new policies, as in Pastor and Veronesi (2012)
• Learning: Fajgelbaum, Schaal & Taschereau-Dumouchel
(2014) activity generating information, so recessions
increase uncertainty and visa-versa (the “uncertainty trap”)
– builds on Chamley
C
and Gale
G
(1994),
(
) and Van
Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2006)
• Forecasting: Orlik and Veldkamp (2014) argue recessions
impede forecasting future outcomes

The evidence on causality between uncertainty and
recessions is weak
weak, and an active research area
• In Baker and Bloom (2012) use disasters as instruments and
find a negative causal impact of uncertainty on growth
• Stein and Stone (2013) use energy and currency instruments
in firm data finding a large causal impact of uncertainty on
i
investment,
t
t hiring
hi i and
d advertising
d ti i b
butt positive
iti on R&D
B t still
But
till an open and
d very iinteresting
t
ti research
h question
ti

Stein & Stone (2013) find a negative effect of
uncertainty on investment
investment, hiring and advertising…
advertising

…but, Stein & Stone (2013) find a positive effect of
uncertainty on R&D (growth options?)

My view is uncertainty is both a cause and effect
1. Some big shock occurs: oil-shock, 9/11, housing crash etc
2. This combines a negative first moment shock (bad news)
and positive second moment shock (increased uncertainty)
3. As the recession progresses uncertainty rises further,
deepening and lengthening the slowdown
Hence, I see uncertainty as both an:
- Impulse
- Amplification and propagation mechanism

Wide range of open questions
- Modelling: Combining together cause and effect in models,
and splitting out short and long run (e.g. cycles vs growth)
- Measurement: of macro and micro uncertainty over time and
space (countries, regions, industries and firms).
- Impact: identifying cause vs effect (e.g. natural experiments
or more structural work)
- Mechanisms: many theory channels but which matter most?
- Computation: include higher-moments in micro-macro models
with other focuses (finance, consumers, reallocation etc)

Further reading JEP survey and draft JEL survey
(with Fernandez-Villaverde and Schneider)
Schneider)….

…plus of course the fantastic forthcoming book

